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ANNOTATION
Before school of education quality and efficiency in reaching of children diary activities meaningful and interesting organize to reach , empty of times fruitful use skills _ determination and so on to the process creative approach , guys for conducted training and sources children and society needs answer giving to the situation to bring in order to rational and systematic analysis to do in the eye holds _ Of this for innovative of methods one from the "Case- stadi " technology before school education also use in the organization the children active education to get encourages . This method to apply through educator the child given to the question right answer to give teaches.
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Before school age to the children education in giving competence approach grow up the child ‘s identity to life preparation.

Of them the main ones : in relation to be activities , to know items with to be activity , game , simple work and study activities . Education through done to be increased activities before school age children suddenly mastering it they can’t , on the contrary them educator under the leadership of slowly take over they go

Today's in the day before school education content in improvement to himself special methodological, pedagogical , psychological preparation with work period to the point became _ Because before school education content improvement wide meaningful concept being , him efficient done increase before school education organization of the building condition , educator-pedagogues , educator assistants , parents and of children education in the process participation innovative to be requires the necessity .
Before school age (6-7 years) of a child common important competencies

**Communicative competence** - communication of means different situations use to know skill_

**Play competence** - the child's game process and him organize in doing experience, knowledge and of skills creative use _ Educational _ process for basis is considered

**Social competence** - vital situations adults and peers with in communication ethics rules and standards compliance did without himself _ catch get skill _

**Knowing competence** - around the world conscious respectively perception to do and received knowledge, skill, qualification _ and of values study and practical tasks solution to do for use _ Your child development fields competencies

Your child competencies of child development the following in the fields is defined as:

1. physical development and healthy _ marriage of style formation ;
2. social-emotional development ;
3. speech, communication, reading _ and to write qualifications ;
4. know of the process development ;
5. creative development
Before school of education quality and efficiency in reaching of children diary activities meaningful and interesting organize to reach , empty of times fruitful use skills _ determination and so on to the process creative approach , guys for conducted training and sources children and society needs answer giving to the situation to bring in order to rational and systematic analysis to do in the eye holds _ Of this for innovative of methods one from the "Case- stadi " technology before school education also use in the organization the children active education to get encourages . This method to apply through educator the child given to the question right answer to give teaches .

To children more _ book by reading to give or book gift to do them word wealth increase with one in line memory and thinking grows . This is the place Uzbekistan Republic President Sh.M. Mirziyoyev by before posted on March 20, 2019 " Youth spirituality upgrade and them empty the time meaningful organize reach 5 important regarding The 4th of the initiative " Reading wide promote to do from MTT start necessity to emphasize it is necessary Educators task children for interesting was _ and their to his creation wide freedom giving education opportunities from providing consists of being remains .
Your child each bilaterally development provide for before school education of the organization parents with mutually _ cooperative work is also important is counted .

In this :

1. of parents before school education organization regarding thoughts account get _
2. early development issues to parents knowledge to give
3. parents educational _ in progress active to participate attraction reach _
4. of parents organization in his life participation reach regarding initiatives from support consists of
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